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Hospitality New Zealand (Hospitality NZ) is a voluntary trade association which has
operated since 1902 and currently represents over 3,000 hospitality businesses
throughout New Zealand, including Taverns, Pubs, Bars, Restaurants, Cafes, Retail
Liquor and Commercial Accommodation providers such as Camping Grounds,
Lodges, Motels, Hotels and Back Packers.
We have 59 financial members (not including affiliates) in the Westland Territorial
Local Authority (TLA) and 25 financial members in Buller.
Hospitality NZ has a 115-year history of advocating on behalf of the hospitality and
tourism sector and is led by Chief Executive, Vicki Lee. Hospitality NZ’s Westland
Branch President is Steve Shmetz, the Buller Branch President is Karen Forsman,
our Nelson based Regional Managers is Kelly Harris.
We appreciate the opportunity to make a submission to the Productivity Commission.
We have answered the questions that are relevant to our members and the ones that
are most concerning to the overall sustainability and survival of our Members
businesses.
5. To what extent is tourism growth resulting in funding pressures for local
government? Which councils are experiencing the greatest pressure, and how is this
manifesting?
We believe that local government needs to reassess their strategies regarding how
they engage with perceived issues relating to the tourism and hospitality industry.
Our understanding of local government reactions to industry related issues in other
regions is that the easiest (and often most profitable) solution is pursued with little
regard for the impact that may inflict on the industry.
We have seen discussions around various issues result primary in an ‘increased
fees’ or ‘additional cost’ on business operators approach. This has taken the form of
increased alcohol licencing fees, targeted rates on commercial accommodation
businesses and increases to resource consent costs.
These sorts of solutions put significant financial stress on an industry which is
already among the most regulated in the country and who work often already off
profit margins of 10% or lower. It is our opinion that local governments are too
inclined simply make the industry pay for their own funding issues than to perform
substantial research into acceptable solutions for both parties.
It is also our view that Government need to focus on and seriously consider, a
nationwide strategy to ensure harmonious relationships between tourism and
hospitality businesses and residents. Our members feel that the current reaction of
most Councils to hospitality businesses is to find ways to restrict or limit their
operation, or to try and shut it down completely. A nationwide strategy on
harmonious relationships between tourism and hospitality businesses and residents
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could go some way to resolving this. An example of this in Westland and Buller
District Councils, is the impact that provisions for freedom cambers is having on local
accommodation providers. The township of Westport, without consultation provided
a freedom camping site with facilities less than one kilometre away from a camp
ground. Adversely affecting the turnover of this commercial accommodation provider.
A similar situation in Wesland where a freedom camping site was granted between
Kumara Junction and Hokitika, just kilometres from a commercial campground and
other commercial operators.
6. Is an expansion of local government responsibilities affecting cost pressures for
local government? If so, which additional responsibilities are causing the most
significant cost pressures and what is the nature of these increased costs? To what
extent do these vary across local authorities?
The shifting of responsibility from Central Government to the local authority has
produced costing pressures in some areas of legislation. Perhaps the biggest
example of this related to the hospitality industry is the Local Alcohol Policies (LAP’s)
which were introduced with the Sale and Supply of Alcohol Act 2012 (SASSA). The
introduction of LAP’s left local government with the expectation that they were to
deal with a problem that had long been a national discussion and the relevant
decisions were left with their regional policy staff, who lack the level of understanding
around SASSA that the previous national discussions held.
The LAP processes across various local authorities has cost the tax and rate payers
dearly while simultaneously costing our members staggering amounts in order to
negotiate and debate proposals on matters that we see as beyond the scope of local
government.
Hospitality NZ and its members spent over $500,000 (excluding staff costs)
representing the industry in various LAP hearings and appeals and the relative costs
incurred by local councils has not gone unfelt either. Wellington Council for example,
has sensibly continued with the National Default Hours due to the lack of appetite to
spend any further rate payer’s money debating the matter. Similarly, Christchurch
City Council engaged in their LAP process in 2013 and as of February 2019 there
remains no LAP in place as proposals to date have all be thrown out – at the cost of
rate payers money.
In both these examples, the local authorities failed to introduce policies which were
hospital passed to them by Central Government, at the cost of rate payer’s money –
as the issues they relate to far exceed the ability of local government to efficiently
manage or control.
9. Why is the price of goods and services purchased by local government rising
faster than the consumer price index? To what extent is this contributing to cost
pressures for local government?
Increases to the minimum wage, particularly Central Government’s target of $20/hr
will result in that cost being passed along to the customer – for local councils this will
result in higher expenditure in the goods and services that they currently rely on.
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The resultant factor of this is that as council expenditure goes up in particular
departments, the cost recovery mechanisms (i.e rates etc) will likely be adjusted to
account for this. Businesses already dealing with the pressures of increasing wage
costs could then also find themselves paying more in rates so that local council can
cover for the flow on affects they encounter – a double hit to business operators.
10. Do the prices of goods and services purchased by local government vary across
councils? If so, what are the reasons for these differences?
Absolutely the prices of goods and services purchased by local government vary
between councils. Local services vary drastically, particularly between City and
Regional councils where vastly different demographics and requirements are
present. As an example, within the Alcohol Licensing and environmental Health
Departments there are so many procedural inconsistencies that cause increased
cost to both our members and the regulating local authorities for little apparent gain
in terms of a reduction of alcohol harm.
12. Does the scope of activities funded by local government have implications for
cost pressures? If so, in what ways?
Local government are becoming increasingly responsible for more non-core
expenditure. However, local governments are not set up like modern businesses and
cannot react or make decisions either quickly or effectively. If a government operated
business is failing financially, it can take months before it is realised and further time
before it is deliberated on how to solve the issue.
13. What other factors are currently generating local government cost pressures?
What will be the most significant factors into the future?
Changes in technology such as transport options i.e the viability of electric vehicle
poses local councils with the need to produce charging stations to remain relevant.
Changes to environmental awareness and responsibility means that local councils
need to assess outdated systems in areas such as waste management and devise
new environmentally friendly alternatives.
22. What are the most important barriers to local government achieving higher
productivity?
Poor evaluation and use of data are often a breaking point for productivity by local
government. We often see over simplified interpretations of data used to reinforce
‘good performance’ where further digging would clarify the data not to be supportive.
A general culture of risk adversity is also seen as a significant barrier to improving
productivity. As mentioned in our response to Question 5, we often find that local
councils will often take the ‘route of least resistance’ (at least by their stand point) of
simply increasing fees to deal with cost recovery issues. Oppositions to increases
such as this often ask councils to simply research alternative ways to recover cost
such as reviewing their own processes in search of inefficiencies and savings –
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however this is most often met with a lack of willingness to explore a riskier option,
but which may potentially provide fruitful outcomes for all involved.
25. Do council’s dedicate sufficient resources and efforts toward measuring and
improving productivity performance? If not, why not, and how could effort toward
measuring and improving productivity performance be increased?
Performance reviews, objectives and goals should be set, monitored and managed,
perhaps by a non-biased, independent party. If an independent party was engaged
to monitor productivity and performance this could ensure complete transparency.
An example of this is an accommodation stocktake undertaken in the Buller Region
of non-compliant accommodation providers was presented to BDC over 12 months
ago and still there has been very little feedback from BDC in regards to the outcome
of this and what action will be taken. The stocktake was detailed enough to show
BDC the dollar figure of rates that were being forfeited by allowing these providers to
remain un-compliant.
And yet they still don’t have an answer as to how to solve this issue.
28. Do councils currently distribute costs fairly across different groups of ratepayers?
If not, what changes to funding and financing practices would achieve a fairer
distribution of costs across ratepayers?
In a November 2018 Hospitality NZ survey of our accommodation members, unfair
competition from peer-to-peer home-based short-term accommodation providers
was identified as the second highest factor impacting negatively on their commercial
performance (behind the increased costs of online travel agents). 61.1% of
respondents said that peer-to-peer accommodation was negatively affecting their
business. An example of this is there are 16 Accommodation Providers in Bullers
Cape Fowelwind, and only two of these providers are operating as commercial.
Although the other 14 appear to the public as commercial i.e they have vacancy/no
vacancy signs displayed on their properties. These non-compliant operators
adversely affect the profitability of the commercial providers.
In recent years, Peer-to-peer accommodation options, such as Airbnb and
Bookabach, have become serious competitors to the commercial accommodation
industry. Our message remains that our members simply want a fair and level
playing field if they are to share the market with these alternative accommodation
options. Peer-to-peer operators do not require the same building, operational, or
regulatory compliance required of the rest of the commercial accommodation
industry – presenting a considerably lower costs of operation and the ability to
unfairly compete on pricing.
Additionally, while being exempt from those requirements, peer-to-peer operators
benefit directly from tourism promotion, which is often funded by the tourism and
commercial accommodation sector.
The idea that the vast majority of peer-to-peer accommodation are anything other
than commercial accommodation businesses operating without regulation is an insult
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to the hotels and motels who comply fully and have done long before the arrival of
the peer-to-peer boom.
We strongly support the introduction of commercial rates and compliance costs to
peer-to-peer accommodation properties.
32. Is there a case for greater use of certain funding tools such as targeted rates and
user charges? If so, what factors are inhibiting the use of these approaches?
The targeted rate as implemented in Auckland is considerably different in practice
than it was portrayed to the public and across the media, in both how it is calculated
and who it affects. The public misunderstanding of how targeted rates function was
evident in its constant mislabelling as a ‘bed tax’.
In practice the targeted rate in Auckland is a fixed cost, attributed to the capital value
(CV) of the accommodation property, it has no direct link to the visitor which the rate
is suggested to be targeting.
In addition to this, the targeted rate was not even able to be passed along to the
customers directly as originally suggested by the council, if the cost of the targeted
rate is to be passed on, it needs to be included in the headline price of the room.
This presents significant problems when consideration is given to the significant
portion of rooms provided through pre-negotiated contracts which infer that room
rates cannot be adjusted.
The calculations aside, the scope of the targeted rate was also questionable. As it
was geographically outlined and included properties which overwhelmingly deal in
corporates and trade workers, unrelated to tourism-type visitors which the rate was
supposed to target.
The impact of the Auckland targeted rate is considerable. Unfair in its cost and
calculation, who it affects and how operators are left to financially account for it.
We attend that funding tools such as targeted rates are not only a significantly unfair
and unbalanced funding method for local councils to employ, but they have the
potential to financially cripple businesses.
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